HOW TO GET INVOLVED
If you wish to be considered for the trial or you are
interested in finding out more, please get in touch
by emailing eeftrial@whiterosemaths.com or call
us on 01422 433323 to register your interest.

Interested schools will be invited to attend one of
our information events where you can learn more
before fully committing to the trial.
This is your opportunity to contribute to educational
research. The findings will help schools like yours
make an informed decision about how to improve
early years mathematics outcomes. Participating in
the trial will also give you the chance to potentially
access the White Rose Maths Reception Jigsaw at
a significantly subsidised cost, providing excellent
value for schools.

reception
jigsaw trial
THE WHITE ROSE MATHS

So many practical
ideas which can be
implemented quickly
and impact on outcomes
positively. Thank you.

Don’t miss this exciting opportunity to be at the forefront
of current research into quality early maths CPD

Schemes Explored

In conjunction with the EEF and NFER

Contact us via email or keep in touch on social media
eeftrial@whiterosemaths.com

@whiterosemaths

www.facebook.com/whiterosemaths

HIGH QUALITY CPD DELIVERED
BY WHITE ROSE MATHS
EARLY YEARS SPECIALISTS
5 in-depth CPD sessions
(2 hour twilights)
Based on extensive research,
these sessions will provide
early years practitioners with
a thorough understanding
of the pedagogy and subject
knowledge required to support
children’s early mathematical
development.

Access to WRM
videos and materials

Building on the success of
our full day EYFS Explored
session and our Primary Jigsaw
package, we bring you the
brand new White Rose Maths
Reception Jigsaw.

A chance to see some
of the techniques in
practice to support
practitioners on their
journey.

Journal
A place to record
your reflections
and progress
over the year.

5 half-day visits
Guidance from an
experienced early years
SLE to support reception
teachers in developing
effective practice in their
own setting.

The Reception Jigsaw will be delivered as part of an EEF
funded research trial into effective Early Years Mathematics
CPD. The trial will start in September 2020 and run for one
academic year. It will be independently evaluated by the National
Foundation for Educational Research (NFER) and the results
used to inform future guidance for school leaders.
Over the coming months we will be recruiting schools who wish
to be considered for this exciting project. All schools taking part
in the trial will become certified EEF Project Partner Schools.

Gap tasks
These follow each
session to support
the practitioners and
maths leads in trialing
and developing new
practice.

It was fantastic, really
well thought through with
a balance of research,
big ideas and practical
examples which you could
lift and put straight into
everyday provision.
EYFS Explored

